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Queer Identity and Indigenous Communities

In Chelsea Vowel’s book “Indigenous Writes,” it becomes obvious that colonialism has

impacted all parts of Canada and Western society. As queer and trans rights have gained

momentum, it is important that we consider what these rights mean for Indigenous peoples and

what it means in a colonized society.  In settler efforts to achieve complete assimilation,

colonialism forced homophobic and sexist judgements into Indigenous communities, which has

had a lasting impact on all Indigenous people and specifically queer, trans, and two-spirit

Indigenous people.  Part of achieving reconciliation requires Canadians to dismantle these

homophobic and sexist beliefs, and for LGBTQIA+ communities to centre Indigenous lives and

experiences.  Through Christianity and heteronormative policy, settler ideas of gender and

sexuality became hegemonic (Vowel 108).  These ideas often contradicted many Indigenous

peoples views on gender and sexuality (Vowel 110, Newhouse 436). While these traditional

Christian views are now being challenged in dominant culture (i.e. same-sex marriage

legalization, gender identity protection) two-spirit people are still disproportionately the targets

of violence and harassment (Vowel 109). As queer and trans discourse evolves, it is integral that

two-spirit (and other queer or trans-identifying indigenous people who may use terms from their

own nation) lives and experiences are at the centre of these movements and communities.

In order to understand the importance of centring two-spirit lives, one must understand

the meaning and history behind the term “two-spirit.” Two-spirit is a pan-Indigenous concept

developed at a 1990 intertribal, Indigenous gay and lesbian conference in Winnipeg; it is used as

an umbrella term for Indigenous LGBTQIA+ people which acknowledges the unique experience

of their multiply minority marginalized identity.  It was established as an alternative to
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“Berdache” which gained a derogatory connotation because of its colonial history (Thomas and

Jacobs).  In Alex Wilson’s article “How We Find Ourselves: Identity Development and

Two-Spirit People,” she explains that the term two-spirit “affirms the interrelatedness of all

aspects of identity, including sexuality, gender, culture, community, and spirituality” (304-05).

While umbrella terms can be useful, they should always be carefully considered as they often do

not fully represent the intricacies of identity (Driskill et al. 3). The use of two-spirit in this paper

does not reflect a desire to create a monolithic idea of Indigenous LGBTQIA+ identity. It is

important to recognize that the term two-spirit is not an Indigenous equivalent to the Western

homosexual; identifying as two-spirit allows individuals to critique heterosexism from an

anti-colonialist perspective and does not carry with it Western notions of shame and sin (Driskill

et al. 3).

Singular understandings of the term two-spirit are deeply problematic. It is a diverse and

complex term without a singular meaning or representation. Some two-spirit people reject being

included under/with any western LGBTQ+ communities for reasons like two-spirit being a

spiritual term, or the racism that is replicated in colonial queer spaces (OhKairyn). Other

two-spirit people do not share these hesitations. Some queer and trans Indigenous people do not

use the term two-spirit for a variety of reasons, for example, in some communities it points to

specific responsibilities that one may not have taken on (Laing 3-4). These varying perspectives

must be considered by all settlers on Turtle Island/North American and especially by queer/trans

settlers. Straight and cis-gender people and non-Indigenous queer/trans people must not assert a

singular definition, meaning, or narrative of two-spirit.
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In Chapter Twelve of Indigenous Writes, Chelsea Vowel explains the importance of

recognizing the damaging effects of pan-Indigenous stereotypes, even when positive (110).

Since the term two-spirit has become popularized, there has been an idea circulated that all

two-spirit people in all Indigenous nations have held a special status and role.  This idea is

untrue; in some nations, two-spirit people were celebrated, respected, or accepted, while in some

they were not (Thomas and Jacobs, Vowel 110).

Western ideas of sex and sexuality continue to hold authority in dominant culture.  These

ideas are influenced by Christianity in general and specific documents like the “Halloween

Letter” of 1986. As Christian thought views the body as a vessel for the spirit as it moves from

this world to heaven, it often condemns those who engage in worldly pleasures (Newhouse 437).

As evidenced in the story of Adam and Eve, Christian thought associates shame and sin with sex

and sexuality; this notion has taken hold in dominant culture (Newhouse 437).  In 1986, the

Vatican published a document that described homosexuality as “intrinsically disordered” and

requiring a “conversion from evil” (Dignity Canada Dignité).  This document, which came to be

known as the “Halloween Letter” clearly laid out the Catholic church’s condemnation of

homosexuality.

According to David Newhouse, these views of sexuality deeply contradict traditional

Indigenous views of sex and sexuality (435-36). Newhouse cites the traditional view of

understanding everything as connected to one another to explore the importance of balancing and

respecting all parts of sexuality (436). He continues to explain that there is an inherent spiritual

aspect to Indigenous views on sexuality and that one’s spirit can only develop if one engages in

both “the pain and pleasure of the body” (437). It becomes evident in Newhouse’s analysis that

there is a great distance between these two thought processes.
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Even though these homophobic and sexist thought processes are often challenged

institutionally (i.e. Civil Marriage Act of 2005, gender identity protection in the Charter of

Rights and Freedoms), lesbian, gay, and bisexual Canadians are much more likely to experience

violence compared to heterosexual Canadians (Simpson) and this targeting is worse for

two-spirit or queer-identifying Indigenous people (Vowel 109, Bucik 3). This way of thinking

and this violence against LGBTQIA2+ people are not new; in Canada, there have been centuries

of indoctrinating heterosexist thought.

Early missionaries were very critical of the fluidity of gender and sexuality that was

accepted in many Indigenous nations.  Jesuits Joseph Francios Lafitau and Pedro Font’s diaries

are evidence of the European horror with the gender and sexual diversity they witnessed in the

Indigenous communities they observed (Cannon 95-96).  These European missionaries were

guided by racist, sexist, and homophobic Christian thought when attempting to colonize and

“civilize” Indigenous peoples (96).  Martin Cannon explains that Western views of sexual and

gender diversity (both modern and historical) often emphasize deviant sex acts which cause an

incorrect reading of certain Indigenous evidence of queer-identifying people (98).  He argues that

emphasizing sex acts causes one to overlook the intricate systems of cross-gender distribution of

tasks and occupational choices that were evident in some Indigenous communities (98). This

sexualized view of homosexuality is precisely the way early missionaries looked at sexually and

gender-fluid Indigenous peoples (97). In the missionaries’ campaign for Indigenous salvation,

they sought to destroy Indigenous expressions of sexuality and indoctrinate Christian morals and

rigid gender roles (96).
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The missionary disproval of sexual and gender fluidity turned into institutionalized policy

that attempted to entirely reconstruct Indigenous gender roles and create compulsory

heterosexuality (Cannon 99). Cannon cites both the reserve system and the Indian Act as

destructive to two-spirit people; the reserve system sought to ingrain settler divisions of gender

and their subsequent roles, while the Indian Act institutionalized heterosexuality and patriarchy

(98-99).  Cannon explains that the reserve system used farming to cement “civilized” gender

tasks that rigidly divided male and female Indigenous peoples (99).  This system effectively

disrupted the fluidity of gendered tasks and occupations that some Indigenous peoples engaged

in prior to contact (99).

The Indian Act of 1876 outlined how status was gained and transferred through marriage

and children.  This act essentially made a woman’s status meaningless as her children would

always take their father’s status.  This process of status and gaining rights implemented settler

patriarchy into Indigenous communities while also making European heterosexual marriage the

only valid form of family making (Cannon 99).  Judy Stacey explains that patriarchal marriage is

the system that “sustains dominant ideals of ‘family values,’ which privileges and vigorously

demands ‘two biological parents’ with a ‘stable relationship to male authority’” (Prasad 496). So,

the Indian Act’s institutionalization of heterosexual marriage asserted that any deviation from

this form of family-making or romantic relationship would be unnatural (Cannon 100).

These institutionalizations of heterosexism have a long-lasting impact on both Indigenous

communities and non-Indigenous communities; Chelsea Vowel explains that “European notions

of homosexuality, gender, and sex have found their way into every nook and cranny of our

minds” (108). As non-Indigenous people work toward reconciling with Indigenous peoples, we

must consider the lives and experiences of two-spirit and other fluid gender/sexual identifying
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Indigenous peoples.  Vowel explains “a focus on trans and Two-Spirit people as central to

decolonization is incredibly important” (111).  This centring is important in Indigenous

communities, but it is also important for LGBTQIA2S+ communities so they do not replicate the

white supremacist thinking that is tied up in colonialism.

It is clear that settler policies and projects sought to erase sexual and gender diversity

within Indigenous communities because it did not align with their Christian morals and

structures.  These policies have had a long impact in Canadian society and specifically within

Indigenous communities, so it is time that Canadians and LGBTQIA2+ people work towards

dismantling these constructs in an effort for reconciliation.
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